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Abstract 

This report shows the value of knowing your processes inside a company. The methods used 

in to do this have been first of all through process mapping and for in depth study, process 

cards were used to measure the process time and total lead time. This showed the location of 

bottlenecks and overall process capacity. With the data collected, suggestion on how to 

decrease storage, throughput time and total lead time is given.  

The study has been conducted at Intelbras in San Jose, Santa Catarina, Brazil. Intelbras is a 

telecommunication company which produces telephones, security cameras and switchboards. 

Two production processes is studied, the Telefone Sem fio, SFL, which produce cordless 

telephones and Central, CAL, which produce switchboards.  

Through simulation this paper shows improvement suggestions on how to better handle the 

flow of material by introducing sequencing into the production and FIFO in the storage 

handling, everything in order to decrease total lead time and increasing throughput time.  

Process mapping has proved to be a great tool in order to understand how a production 

process works and integrates with other departments. In supplement of process cards, valuable 

data is collected and used for analysing further improvements such as making a balancing 

program and calculating where and how big buffers is needed at different processes.  

Keywords: Process mapping, FIFO, Lead time, Process cards, Kanban, Flow of material, 

Throughput time, Sequencing, Batch, Simulation,  
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1. Introduction  

This paper aims to answer if the following can be done: 

The use of process mapping as base for further improvements in a production line 

With the following sub questions: 

Can lead time be shortened and throughput be increased by using process mapping? 

What benefits will you get when using process cards?  

All of the above has its base in the following value, the value of knowing your processes. This 

paper hopes to show the importance and positive possible implementations of knowing this. 

 

1.1 Background  

Intelbras is a Brazilian electronics manufacturer that produces telephones, telephone PABX 

systems and communication systems for large building complexes.  

The company headquarters integrated with a factory and a storage facility is located in the 

city of São José (part of the metropolitan area of Florianopolis), in Santa Catarina state. The 

other manufacturing sites are in the cities of Santa Rita do Sapucaí MG, São Jose dos Pinhais, 

PR, Manaus, AM.  

In recent years the plant in São José has undergone a major layout change to promote 

productivity, which has meant that they now use a cell-oriented layout. The problems 

experienced within the production area are that the production is yet to be balanced between 

the different processes, and it also needs to be sequenced in order to match several 

components into a final product.  

To make the internal logistics work is essential to any company, as all companies are striving 

towards lower costs and higher revenue in the end. To make this work it is essential to know 

your own processes and the capital that are tied up inside the processes, to be able to motivate 

and carry out changes.  

1.2 Problem description  

At Intelbras, the processes of the PABX (Private Automatic Branch Exchange, commonly 

named a telephone switch, and the Telefone Sem fio (cordless phone) is studied initially in 

order to come up with a number of ideas for improvement, following this activity, a meeting 

is held in order to prioritize the ideas in respect to impact and effort. The study showed that 

deeper knowledge of the tact times and operations are needed in order to balance the flow 

between stations, which was noted as a much needed improvement from the assembled group. 

Also there are long going plans of implementing a line-layout instead of the cellular layout 

the factory uses today, which the data gathering by using process-cards and processes maps 

could help become reality.  
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Although there exists documentation of the processes, process times and operations are only 

updated when a change in the production is made or if the process has a high volume of 

production. The information can sometimes be a bit hard to obtain due to a complicated EMS 

system that is only in Portuguese. To verify the most important times given from the EMS 

system, process cards is made, this gives not only the verification needed but also the waiting 

times of units between stations.  

After a initial run with the process-cards and visual inspection it stands clear that the waiting 

of materials and non-value adding time are very high. Many stations have mini-buffers and 

the FIFO-system is not working in a satisfactory way. Another aspect to take into 

consideration is that one of the two lines (PABX) shares the production line with many other 

products that in turn make the transition to a more line-oriented approach much harder.  

 

1.3 Purpose and Limitations  

The purpose of the project is to map and time processes in two assembly lines in order to gain 

knowledge about the production process. This in order to be able to:  

- Provide production times and process map base for further improvement suggestions in the 

productions lines.  

- Find and focus on bottlenecks and research the data of how much it needs to be improved to 

optimize the flow.  

- Investigate the possibilities and find improvement suggestions of cutting the total lead-time.  

The limitations will be to focus on the two production lines and the use of process mapping in 

these, one for PBAX products and one for cordless telephones. These are a main production 

point at Intelbras. There are other products produced but these two lines would both give 

research in a mass production (cordless phones) line as well as a more complex specialization 

line (PBAX). Although there is a significant difference in products between them, the 

assembly is quite similar, making them ideal in developing ideas between the two.  

 

1.4 Approach  

Because of the purpose of the project is to actual map and time processes at a certain 

production, few options are left than to actually be on site making the investigations. To begin 

with, walking around, getting to know the process and visually see the products moving 

through the stations is needed. As the information and understanding of the processes goes, 

the sub processes can be investigated and implemented in the mapping. The next step is 

investigating each station more precisely, with inventory, processes, and what happens 

between the stations. A note is that the company is low tech in its production, meaning that 

very few computers, robots or machines are used in the assembly. The current data collection 

requires a lot of manual updating. In the end a more automatic computerized system may be 

more of value to investigate the processes in the long run.  
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A sample size of process cards is then to be made to perform a test in the process to see if 

improvements are at all needed. Pending the initial results, the hypothesis is that the process 

time will be long and storage time excessive. This data is used as the base of further 

improvements suggestion and analysis, for example analysis of the storage inventory is made 

to see if this can be minimized and investigations of the bottlenecks is made to see if 

improvements can be done.   

 

2. Method  

This chapter will explain briefly the approach and data collection methods that exists and 

which ones that were chosen to answer the question of this paper.   

Much of the data has been collected on our own and complemented with interviews from the 

personnel and secondary data given from the company. Starting with a guided tour of the 

factory and with pen and paper gathered the flow of material information. From this the 

process map is done. After analyzing and brainstorming between the authors a method of 

measuring the process was made through the idea of using process card that would measure 

the actual production time at station at time of waiting in storage. Further analysis is done of 

the data collection from the process cards and improvements suggestions are made.  

2.1 Data collection  

There are two different methods to collect data, the Quantitative and the Qualitative method. 

The first method is based upon statistics and hard facts while the second is based upon 

understanding.  

2.1.1 Quantitative Data Collection  

This method bases upon measuring statistical numbers in any way. It´s more interesting to 

reach a conclusion concerning what is happening rather than why. The concrete information is 

easily measured and analysed. (Holme & Solvang, 1997) 

2.1.2 Qualitative Data Collection  

With this method understand why something happens is more important than why. You look 

more at the whole picture, trying to understand what is happening. (Holme & Solvang, 1997) 

2.1.3 Choice of method 

At the most the paper will be based upon a qualitative method to understand the process and 

figure out improvements. However, then these ideas needs to be confirmed if possible, hence 

using the quantitative method as a support in this case. A mix of the methods is ideal.  

2.2 Literature studies  

The purpose of carrying out a literature study is to take part of previous research made in the 

same field. There are many different sources one can use, but one should exercises caution 

when extracting information from these sources and only use the ones deemed of high quality 

and relevant to the research. (Alan Bryman, 2008) 
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To avoid misleading information, printed material from academic libraries and school 

databases is to prefer, if further information is needed or access to a library is not possible, 

one can use the Internet. A good practice when using the Internet (and library databases) for 

searching information is to create a shortlist and then go through the selected article one by 

one. Experiment Resources (2012-05-30) what is a literature review http://www.experiment-

resources.com/what-is-a-literature-review.html [2012-05-30] 

The literature studied in this paper comes mainly from printed books from the UDESC library 

and the databases accessible through the University of Borås. To find specific information 

keywords relevant to the problem studied has been used to find useful information, keywords 

are a great way of finding relevant information since they are used as an index to find specific 

documents and records. Webopedia (2012-05-30) Keyword 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/K/keyword.html [2012-05-30] 

2.3 Validity and reliability 

Definition of validity is the relation of what is supposed to be investigated compared to what 

has really been investigated. Reliability is if the study has been done in a reliably and 

trustworthy way. In qualitative studies these merges and will only be treated as validity. A 

high validity of the data collected means that the base for a truthfully interpretation of the 

reality of the studied object has been achieved. (Patel & Johansson 2003) 

It is these authors judgement that a truthfully picture of the reality of the processes studied has 

been achieved. Validation has been achieved after interview with local engineers supporting 

the data collection with their experience and expertise.  

3.  Theory   

3.1 What is process mapping  

To understand what process mapping is, one must understand what a process is, Ron Anjard  

(1998) says that a process can be described “as a series of activities (tasks, steps, events, 

operations) that takes an output, adds value to it, and produces an output (product, service, or 

information) for a customer”.  

Just as a geographical map, a process map describes the reality, but instead of cities and roads 

you have processes and different flows i.e. on a factory floor. The different activities can be 

described with simple symbols, as seen in Figure 3-1: Legend of Process mapping and then be 

put in order as they are carried out 

http://www.experiment-resources.com/what-is-a-literature-review.html
http://www.experiment-resources.com/what-is-a-literature-review.html
http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/K/keyword.html
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Figure 3-1: Legend of Process mapping 

With the help of the process map, one can see how different processes relate to each other and 

how much a change or improvement will impact the total production, the process map can 

also help in identifying bottlenecks, unnecessary operations and actions by increasing the 

overview of the current situation.  

When a process mapping is carried out, it is usually done at the lowest level of detail initially, 

defining the general processes and their connections through the production. The next level of 

detail is on individual process level where actions are mapped and timed; finally all actions in 

the individual process are broken down to smaller fractions, on a so called “micro-level”.  

There are two kinds of process maps, the linear map that describes only one flow from start to 

finish and has only one entry and exit point, and the cross-functional map that describes how 

the process flows between different functions but also sequential relationships carried out in 

parallel. (Ron Anjard 1998) 

In this thesis, process mapping on the highest level and process level will be used as well as 

linear and cross-functional mapping. 

 

3.2 Lead Time  

The concept of lead-time can be used in many different departments in a company, this paper 

will focus on manufacturing lead-times. Manufacturing lead-times measures the time elapsed 

between the start and end of any defined process. Lead time can be divided into two sub-

groups in any given manufacturing process, Operational time and in-operational time.  

3.2.1 Operational time  

This stands for a combination of two events when a process is running, the first is called 

value-adding time, and the second is called setup time. Value adding time is definition of 

when work on the product is carried out, the setup time stands for how long it takes to change 

Transport Waiting Check Operation Storage

Figure 1 

Ex. of two different 
items that are 
processed at same 
station and then 
sorted to assigned 
storage

Entry Point Exit Point 
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the process to manufacture a new product. (Donald J. Bowersox, David J. Closs, M. Bixby 

Cooper 2010) 

In-operational Time 

When the process encounters unexpected interruptions and delays such as waiting, 

breakdowns and queuing, it is measured as in-operational time also called non-value adding 

time. When this happens, serious bottleneck issues will be represented. (Donald J. Bowersox, 

David J. Closs, M. Bixby Cooper 2010) 

An estimation made shows that 75 to 95 per cent of all in-operational time is due to 

unplanned queuing in manufacturing processes. (Steven A. Melnyk and R.T Christensen 

2000)  

This paper will use process card to measure the operational time and in-operational times in 

the production flow in order to find bottlenecks and improvement suggestions.   

3.3 Factory layouts 

Depending on what volume and variety of products the manufacturer faces, the layout can 

vary for the production to enjoy the best efficiency. It is vital for the manufacturer to know 

the production volume to choose the right layout, however not all manufacturing can be put 

purely into one category and overlapping strategies can be used. Another aspect is the flow of 

materials to and from the processes, the flows can be simply explained Figure 3-2: Layout 

groups, and how to match 

proper layouts accordingly.  

 

 

 

 

 

Layouts can be categorized 

into four groups. (Jonsson, P 

2008) 

3.3.1 Fixed Layout  

This kind of layout is used when producing very large items such as boats, structures etc. 

simply because the object produced is too big to move or just can´t be moved. All supplies 

needed are made elsewhere and shipped to location for final assembly. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-2: Layout groups 
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3.3.2 Functional layout  

The main characterization is that all production equipment is grouped according to function as 

seen in Figure 3-3: Functional layout, the positive effects is high flexibility in product mix 

and less sensible to disruption. The negative aspects are complex material flows and high 

level of internal transports. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

3.3.3 Cellular layout  

This layout has some advantages similar to the line layout regarding production capacity but 

has also higher flexibility, short lead-times and low level of capital tied up, see Figure 3-4: 

Cellular Layout for an illustration. The downside is lesser product flexibility, sensitivity for 

disruptions and low utilisation. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

  

Figure 3-3: Functional layout 

Figure 3-4: Cellular Layout 
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3.3.4 Line-shaped layout  

 This is favourable when producing large volumes of the same commodity, this in turn allows 

little to none product flexibility and high exposure to disruptions since the whole production 

will halt if one function breaks down, see Figure 3-5: Line-shaped layout for illustration. 

(Jonsson, P 2008) 

 

3.3.5 Overview 

In Figure 3-6: Layout comparison the overview of the different layouts can be seen as 

preferred to either process oriented production or product oriented production.  

The Functional layout is process-oriented and Cellular/Line-layout is product-oriented. 

(Jonsson, P 2008) 

Figure 3-3: Line-shaped layout 

Figure 3-4: Layout comparison 
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3.4 Product sequencing 

By sequencing units to be produced a company can increase the throughput time and 

flexibility. This works best if the units come in small batches (see 3.6.2 for explanation) and 

that setup times are small or non-existing.  

Example: products A and B requires no setup time. A company can reach higher flexibility if 

sequencing the products from AAAA to ABAB and are able to increase supply forward in the 

chain faster and also be swifter in meeting customers’ demands. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

3.5 Lean Manufacturing  

This chapter aims to describe parts of the Lean thinking that has been applied in this paper. 

Lean manufacturing in itself will not be explained in much great detail since that could be a 

thesis of its own. 

3.5.1 Muda 

One of the most important lessons in Lean is to minimize waste in all its forms. These can be 

described in eight points: 

 Overproduction - to produce more than is needed. The worst waste since it creates 

all the others as well. 

 Waiting – can be anything, units, people, machines, transports.  

 Storage – tied up capital and hides problems.  

 Movements – unnecessary movements performed by staff 

 Re-work – repairs and quality issues that are not value adding. 

 Over-work – making more work than is required by the customer.  

 Transports – unnecessary causes waiting and is not value adding.  

 Unused creativity – a new Muda, as the name suggest, a waste since workers take 

their time from working with kaizen.  

 

To summarize Muda can be described as everything the customer does not want to pay 

for, all the non-value adding things as described above.  (Pascal, Dennis 2002) 

3.5.2 Kaizen 

Means the work upon continuous improvements, this subject needs to be implemented from 

the highest level and down. Everybody needs to work on it, no process is ever optimal, after 

one improvement, perhaps another thing arises, and nothing is ever perfect.  (Lumsden, 

Kenth, 1998) 

3.5.3 Just in time, JIT 

In short means getting the right item to the right place at the right time in the right quantity, to 

be able to do this the company need to focus on small batches, short lead times, low setup 

times and flow oriented production process to name a few things. (Olhager, Jan, 2000) 
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3.5.4   Kanban 

Is a way of visually showing if the station is in need of material, often in the means of a card. 

It is one way of how to implement the JIT philosophy.  (Olhager, Jan, 2000) 

3.6 Manufacturing process structures  

There are four main types of manufacturing processes and each one is used depending of the 

nature of the product and production process.  

3.6.1 Job shop 

A job shop is used to make customized products; the product itself can contain different 

components and can vary from time to time. An example can be a custom motorbike 

manufacturer that makes motorbikes to customer specification. (Donald J. Bowersox, David J. 

Closs, M. Bixby Cooper 2010) 

3.6.2 Batch 

When producing a number of various products in the same production area batching is used, 

batching means that the production area produce a certain number of products (a Batch) and 

then change the set-up to produce a new product. The batching system works well when a 

company has to produce a high variety of products but in small volumes. (Donald J. 

Bowersox, David J. Closs, M. Bixby Cooper 2010) 

3.6.3 Line Flow  

If a company produces high volume products with a limited number of product mix, then a 

line flow is preferred, the process is usually in the shape of a long line where at each station 

components are added until a finished product.  (Donald J. Bowersox, David J. Closs, M. 

Bixby Cooper 2010) 

3.6.4 Continuous 

A process of this type is usually used for chemical and some food products since it is running 

non-stop over time, since the process has a non-stop flow it offers very little room for 

variation. (Donald J. Bowersox, David J. Closs, M. Bixby Cooper 2010) 

3.7 Manufacturing Strategies  

Depending on what kind of products a company manufactures, different manufacturing 

strategies can be set to gain the maximum advantages in productions pending on what type of 

product is made.  To be able to choose the right strategy, the company needs to know its 

products and their composition well, sometimes different strategies can be combined to 

achieve better efficiency.   

3.7.1 Make To Stock MTS 

The concept of Make to stock or MTS is to produce a certain amount of products that is put 

into stock, J.M, C.L & T.B (2008) according to a specified forecast. A forecast is an 

estimation that can be based on statistics from former sales or the judgement of the forecast 

creators (Usually the marketing section of a company). By using this strategy the company 

hopes to gain the full advantages of economy of scale. The customer decoupling point is at 

the store where they can then choose what type of product they want from stock and get an 

instant delivery. (Jonsson, P 2008) 
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3.7.2 Assembly to Order ATO  

Slightly different from the MTS, the customer decoupling point is at the assembly area where 

the customer chooses from a number of pre-set alternatives of configurations of the products. 

This increases the product mix that the supplier can offer without significantly increasing 

customer lead time. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

3.7.3 Made to Order MTO 

When using this strategy the customer decoupling point is further into the production and the 

customer decides many details of the finished product, this makes the product variety increase 

as well as customer lead time. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

 

3.8 First In First Out - FIFO 

A storage philosophy that means the first product that enters a storage shelf is also the first 

unit to be picked from the shelf, making sure that all products circulate. FIFO is a good way 

to decrease fluctuations in time that a product spends in storage. This is usually done in a way 

that it’s impossible to pick the wrong item. (Jonsson, P 2008) 

4. Empirical Study  

4.1 Company description  

The study is carried out at the factory that operates in the city of São José where many of 

Intelbras communication solutions are produced but is also the centre of many other key 

functions of the company.  

Intelbras controls much of its production to be able to obtain high quality products and to 

more easily trace and remove defects, however what is not produced at Intelbras own 

factories are done in China. In order to have a good relation with the suppliers in China, the 

company has set up an office at Shenge Cim dedicated to purchasing, to be able to secure 

quality and communicate feedback faster back to the main office.  

The main process at the manufacturing area is the final assembly of products and is supported 

by other functions in the factory, these are:  

 Injection moulding  

 Pad printing   

 SMD machines area (SMD = Surface Mount Device)   

These functions support three final assembly lines in the central assembly area, each that are 

structured in a combined layout. The only things that Intelbras doesn’t produce itself are 

naked SMD boards, plastic raw material for injection moulding, components and packaging 

materials.  
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The assembly lines studied are the Central Assembly Line and the Sem Fio assembly Line, at 

the central assembly line, focus will be on the PABX-system and at the Sem fio Line focus 

will be on TS 40 Bas, TS 40 ID. 

4.2 Making the process map  

Initially mapping all processes are a great undertaking at the CAL since the product mix is 

enormous, to deal with these problems some prioritizations of detail level and products to 

focus on had to be made to limit the study. The first step was to find out how the general 

materials flow looked like by defining the general processes and their connections through the 

production. To do this we used paper and pen initially and used process-mapping terminology 

as described in the Figure 3-1: Legend of Process mapping to find the critical areas to focus 

in.  

A tour of the facility in order to be able to get the big picture of how the sub processes 

connected to the final assembly area, how the departments was connected and interacted with 

each other. When the general processes and processes have been mapped, areas that need 

attention can be pinpointed.  

At this point a deeper study of the components needed to assembly the PABX, TS 40 Bas and 

TS 40 ID is initiated. The focus will now be on the operations performed on the naked boards 

from the entry point, where the naked boards arrive from the SMD sub-process to manual 

assembly, until all components are attached and the board reaches final assembly, packing 

and sent to storage, which is the exit point.  

Each station is examined and mapped accordingly, note that only the basic process operation 

is learned in order to get a correct understanding of the station and in order to get 

improvement suggestions about the process. 

One thing that is clear from the first inspection of the CAL and SFL where the immense 

presence of material in in-operational state waiting further value-adding activities, especially 

in the SFL line, here the products often lay in wait at the final assembly waiting for orders. 

The semi-produced Boards were lying in boxes composed as batches at so called 

“supermarkets” in a normal shelf storage between the stations, the units are stored in batches 

of 100 units (SFL) to 8 (CAL), hence this paper will focus on specific products and their way 

through the production line. At the SFL, TS40 ID and TS40 Bas will be examined in more 

detail and at the CAL two types of PABX-systems will be studied. 

 

4.3 Assembly Line Cordless Phone (Telefone Sem Fio Line, SFL)   

This line produces the highest amount of products at focal factory, the cordless phones. 

During the time of this paper the average amount produced per month was circa 150 000 units 

per month, divided between the following products: TS 40 ID, TS 40 Bas, TS 40 C, TS 40 R, 

TS 60 V, TS 60 R, TS 60 C.  

This paper focus upon the study of TS 40 ID and TS 40 Bas since these products stands for 

circa 95% of the units produced on the line. As part of the final assembly two circuit boards, 

called Boards, are put together within a plastic hull. For limitations reason this paper has 
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chosen to focus on three Boards: Figure 4-1: Base base, Figure 4-3: TS 40 portatil ID and 

Figure 4-2: TS 40 Portatil Bas. One portatil together with one Base base produces one TS 40 

product.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.1 Material Flow Sem Fio  

The line itself is cut down into eight stations with four sub processes, supporting the 

assembly. The stations are as follows and are as named inside the local factory.  

1. Component assembly 

2. Soldering machine 

3. Guilhotina 

4. Ajuste 

5. Heat seal 

6. Complemento 

7. Montage final 

8. Packing 

 

The sub processes are: 

1. SMD  

2. Pad-printing 

3. Injection moulding 

4. Storage - material 

5. Storage – packing 

6. Component preparation cell 

 

A short explanation of each station will follow and where the sub processes connects to them.  

Station one to three is connected through a conveyor belt, and will in the further explanation 

be treated as one station named after the final, Guilhotina station. Please see attachment 1for a 

general overview and attachment 2 for a detailed version. 

 

1. Component assembly – here as the name suggests, the components are manually 

assembled to the placa. The amount of components differs between the final products 

Figure 4-2: TS 40 Portatil 

Bas 
Figure 4-3: TS 40 portatil 

ID 
Figure 4-1: Base base 
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but assembly time is at this point almost negligible due to the speed of this station. 

This is the only station where all work is performed manually. It has seats for 1-8 

people, with an average of six people needed for daily production. Hence making this 

the fastest station in all the SFL. This station connects directly to sub-process – 

Component preparation cell. As the name suggests, the components to be assembled is 

prepared for the line.  

 

This station gets its raw material from the SMD sub process. From the SMD, the 

Boards are in a batch of 400 units per rack, the station assembly four units at one time 

if it’s a Base base, and eight at once if portatil, this due to the manufacture of the main 

placa. The Boards are placed upon a “car” which transports the Boards through the 

soldering machine (station 2) and is then removed before the Guilhotina (station 3)  

 

2. Soldering machine – here the Boards are transported on the cars in a constant pace 

through a soldering machine. It solders the component on the backside of the Boards, 

making the component stick to the placa.  

 

3. Guilhotina – the Boards are removed from the cars and then placed upon the rack as 

mentioned in station 1. Then the placa is cut with a machine from the main board into 

its own separate unit. As mentioned, the main board of a portatil becomes eight units 

and Base base becomes 4. This is the end of the conveyer belt and from here all the 

Boards is transported in boxes. One box equals a 100 units of Boards, be it base or 

portatil. After cutting, the box is tagged with an identification card and a process card 

and placed in a storage shelf before transported by hand to the Ajuste storage.  

 

4. Ajuste – before the ajuste is a storage shelf which contains boards from the cutting 

station. Here are five different machines called “Jiga” which is used to test the Boards. 

One machine is operated by two operators, one for the machine and one for preparing. 

However, most often the preparations and the machine is managed by one in total, this 

however leads to that the machine have to wait for the operator. There are two 

machines each devoted to either Base or Portatil, the last machine can be loaded with 

half of base and half of portatil. In the calculations below, 2.5 jigas will be used.  

 

Upon taken from the storage the Boards are prepared to enter the machine, there is 

three processes to be done: 

 Cut - this means cutting away the final piece of the main board manually, 

which at this moment cannot be done by the machine at the Guilhotina.  

 Clean -The placa is cleaned to increase the accuracy of the test and to prepare 

it for the heat seal station.  

 Marked – a sticker with the operator number is placed upon the placa.  

 

The cut and clean is done before entering the machine, and then the placa is put into 

the machine for testing. Upon completion, the box is carried to storage and depending 

on which kind of placa it is, it goes to a separate station. The Base base goes directly 

to station 7 – montage final, the portatil ID goes to station 5 – heat seal and portatil 

Bas goes to station 6 – Complemento.  
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5. Heat seal – this station is only for ID portatil, here an ID display is soldered onto the 

placa. One machine is basically operated the same as in Ajuste, one to operate the 

machine, one to prepare. Total there are four machines with six operators, after the ID 

display is put in place, there is a quality control test. The station operates in two 

person team, one machine operator and one tester.   

 

Upon completion, the finished box goes to storage before taken to station 6 – 

Complemento.  

 

6. Complemento – here the portatil is attached with three items: a speaker, an antenna 

and a microphone. These are soldered manually by one operator. There are 12 

operating benches for this process. When finished in this station, it is ready for final 

assembly and taken to storage at station 7 – montage final.  

 

This station is also where one the sub processes connects, the storage – material. Said 

components is delivered and stored in a small storage shelf before use.  

 

7. Montage final – here the base base and portatil merges again for final assembly. This 

station also connects to the sub process Pad printing , Storage – material and 

interjection moulding. It contains of 11 benches with four to five personnel depending 

if TS 40 Bas or TS 40 ID, the ID version needs one more personnel for testing. 

 

The detail level of this station is immense and not really necessary for this report. In 

short, the phone is assembled, tested packed and labelled before going via a conveyer 

belt to station 8 – packing for storage.  

 

8. Packing – here a final package of five final units are put through a plastic machine 

which wraps them together before put on pallet. When pallet contains 400 final units, 

the pallet is taken to the final sub process, storage – packing. This is the end of the 

local assembly   

 

 

4.4 Central Assembly Line (CAL)  

At the Central Assembly Line is where most of the products produced at the focal factory 

come from, however the layout does not differ significantly from the SFL,  

The CAL can produce over 400 different finished items, however many of these items have 

the same composition of components inside, and what differs is the programming-language 

and the pad-printing on the products that can be in Portuguese, Spanish or English.  

This section will provide a more detailed description of the Private Automatic Branch 

Exchange system, or PABX as it will be referred to as from now, and how it is manufactured. 

The product itself is a business communication system that helps companies to receive and 

connect incoming calls in their call centres, the system uses a Stored Program Control (SPC) 

protocol that allows the user to program where to connect calls, eliminating having an 

operator doing this, (Basic briefing: choosing a PABX1984). There are two basic variants of 

the PABX system, the Modulare and the Conecta, these names refer to the base board inside 
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the PABX product and are combined with two other major components called Tronco and 

Ramal in different configurations.  

4.4.1 Material Flow PABX  

 

The flow of materials for the PABX system uses almost all functions of the CAL with 

exception of the heat-sealing station, the system can also be upgraded if the customer wishes 

by adding more Tronco and Ramal Boards. The composition of a PABX system when going 

into final testing is: 

 Figure 4-4: PABX  

o Modulare model  

 Modulare Board 1 

pcs   

 Tronco Board 2 pcs  

 Ramal Board 3 pcs  

 EPROM chip 1 pcs  

 

 

o Figure 4-5: Conecta 

 Conecta Board  

 Ramal Board 2 pcs 

 EPROM chip 1 pcs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After final testing, the operator removes two Tronco Boards and two Ramal boards in the 

Modulare model, and removes two Ramal-boards in the Conecta model.  

The CAL when broken down to working cells and stations consists of:  

1. Component assembly Line 

2. Soldering machine 

3. Complementary Assembly Cell 

4. TRI Cell (Verifies that all components are assembled) 

5. Heat seal Station 

6. EPROM-programming Station  

7. Final Assembly Stations 

8. Final Testing Stations 

9. Packing Stations 

 

The sub processes are: 

1. SMD  

2. Pad-printing 

3. Component preparation Cell  

Figure 4-4: PABX Figure 4-5: Conecta 
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4. Injection moulding 

5. Storage - material 

6. Storage – packing 

 

See attachment 3 for a general overview and attachment 4 for a detailed overview.  

 

1. Component assembly line - The flow of materials at the CAL starts at the Component 

assembly line and works exactly as the line in the SFL case with exception that it is 

longer to accommodate the product mix. As in the SFL assembly line, the placas are 

received from the SMD sub process and components from the components preparation 

cell, usually three different product types of SMD is assembled at any time and the 

line is staffed by an average of 9 operators.  

 

2. Soldering machine and batching  

When the Boards have passed the component assembly line they pass through a 

soldering machine that is connected to the line in order to solder the components 

permanently to the board. When the boards leave the soldering area, they are sorted 

into batches that are pre-determined by order-cards, from now on all the boards moves 

around the CAL as batches of the same type. Also the operator, depending on board-

type, break up boards that comes moulded together from china, to make it fit the batch 

size and test moulds that are used further on.  

 

When leaving the soldering machine, the boards can take two different routes:  

I. Some boards go Straight to the TRI station to be tested since they are complete, 

this applies for the Ramal boards  

II. And some boards go to the complementary assembly cell to receive more 

components that could not be added in the Component assembly line process, 

this applies for the Modulare, Conecta and Tronco boards  

 

3. Complementary Assembly  station - The Complementary Assembly station consists of 

four workstations that can house one operator each, this operator can carry out 

independent operations on different types of boards, when a batch of products enter 

one of the stations, that station can make all the necessary complementary assembly to 

make the batch ready for the TRI station. When in production, a workstation can be 

dedicated to finishing one production order at a time. 

 

4. TRI station – In resemblance to the complementary assembly station, the TRI Station 

also consists of four stations. These stations uses moulds that fit one particular board, 

this means that when changing product, the mould needs to be changed. The purpose 

of the TRI station is a control to verify that the Boards have all necessary components 

attached to it, important to note here is that this is not a functional test. When the test 

is complete, the board receives a sticker of approval and is put back in the batch. All 

batches that has passed through the TRI is placed in a temporary warehouse referred to 

as a “supermarket”. 

 

Some Boards also require heat sealing, however in the process studied, heat sealing is not 

required.  
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5. EPROM Station - The EPROM programming station is where a chip is programmed to 

go with each PABX unit, the chips are collected from the components storage. 

  

6. Final assembly – The operator at this station collects all parts necessary to assemble 

the PABX unit, with exception for casing, from the supermarket and then combines 

the part in a simple manner without any tools necessary, and sends the unit to final 

testing.  

 

7. Final Testing – All the functions of the PABX system is tested, this means that the 

system has the maximum number of components attached to guarantee functionality if 

the end-customer wishes to upgrade the system, however the operator removes 

components to a basic configuration after finished test, this means that the PABX unit 

has the minimum configuration when delivered, which is routine.    

 

8. Packaging station - After testing the PABX receives casing and is put in a box 

together with other essential parts such as power source etc. and placed onto a pallet 

that is shipped to the warehouse when the order is complete.  

4.5 Sub processes 

1. SMD (Surface Mount Device) – this line receives the raw material placa from China 

and then puts smaller components onto the Boards. These are all handled 

automatically through a three step process where components are first inserted by a 

“pick-and-place” machine, then is being passed through an oven making the 

components stick to the board, lastly the board is washed before placed in a rack. The 

assembled placa is delivered to the Component assembly area in batches of 400 units 

per rack. The information flows through a series of Kanban cards between the 

different departments. 

 

2. Injection moulding – this area moulds the plastic resin into usable items. For example 

the plastic hard case of the telephones. To make a TS 40 unit this area needs to 

produce 12 different parts to be delivered either to the sub-process Pad-printing, or 

directly to station 7 – Montage final for assembly. They are both part of the 

intermediary sub process Storage – material.  

  

3. Pad-printing – here the name of the company in printed onto different components 

through a manually operated printed machine. The materials to be printed stems from 

the sub process Injection moulding, on TS 40 units, there are four items like this. They 

are stored separately until needed and is considered as a bottleneck of the production. 

Intelbras work with forecasts and the pad-printing department often need to be several 

days ahead of production in order to meet the demand.  

 

4. Storage – material 

Here as the name suggest, all the material the house requires is stored and shipped to 

the departments that are in need of them. In short there are personnel from this 

department who walks around the factory and see if material is needed. A note should 

be made that this area supports the entire factory and no effort has been made as to 

understand their work process.  
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5. Storage – packing 

This area connects directly to the loading dock, when a sufficient amount of pallets is 

finished, a truck gathers the pallets and stores them in the nearby storage centre a few 

kilometres away from the factory.  

 

6. Component preparation cell 

This station unpacks the material from storage and prepares them for the station 1 – 

component assembly area.  

 

4.6 Process cards  

To get a clear picture of the real throughput time and how well the FIFO system worked, 

process cards where designed to follow each batch. From using these timecards, a picture of 

why there is a build-up of batches can be partly created and give a clearer picture of how well 

the FIFO system works as well as an accurate throughput time.  

4.6.1 Making the process cards 

At the SFL, the introduction of process-cards had already been made when this paper started, 

however, the data recorded on these where insufficient. The information needed to describe 

the process in respect to value adding time, non-value adding time and to find bottlenecks, the 

card basically needed to contain: 

1. Name of Item 

2. Start and stop time of day at each station 

3. Date of production, this is to verify if all value-adding operations was carried out in 

one or multiple days  

On the old card the “stop” function did not exist, adding this function to the card meant a 

accurate description of the process time and the time in between them could be measured. In 

addition, operator id number and serial number interval of finished products was added to the 

card, to be able to backtrack batches of final products in the event of that defect products 

would leave the factory.  

A note should be made that the cards did not get implemented for this reason in the first place. 

But to be able to take away the signature process of the operator. It was more a coincidence 

that the cards already in place could be so easily modified to fit the purpose of this paper.  

 

4.6.2 Instructions to staff  

An instruction manual was made both in Portuguese and English on how the process card 

should be filled out, in attachment 6 and 7, can the English version be seen. At the SFL, the 

basics of these card were already in place and the new version was met with little learning 

curve. At CAL the timecards where entirely new and the staff required both instructions and 

motivation to fill them out properly 
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The information that was to be filled in initially by the operators of each station were 

start/stop times and dates, with the exception of the first station that was to fill out which type 

of product the batch contained and the last station that also were to fill out the serial number 

of the finished products interval. An experimental run were made to test the cards in the 

productions lines. See attachment 5 for description.  

Upon the implementation there was a matter of opposition amongst the operators, complaints 

about the time it took to fill out the cards were made and operators felt a bit stressed about 

this extra process on their station. However after a compensation, where the card was already 

partially filled out the idea was met with more enthusiasm. A note should be made that these 

cards have been the groundwork of much of the improvement suggestion this paper is based 

on. And after this incursion most of the work has been more theoretical than implementations.  

4.6.3 Feedback and rework 

After the initial test of cards from SFL and CAL as well as receiving feedback from the staff 

the cards were altered to be easier to fill out and fit the production better. Here a bigger test 

was made to get even more data to be used in analysis. The test consisted of a series of cards 

being done in small batches over a longer period of time instead of following many card 

under a shorter time, this in order to get a more reliable sense of the fluctuations over time in 

the production.  

5. Analysis  

5.1 CAL station analysis  

Studying the CAL, it stands clear that they are using a number of different production 

concepts, these are line-layout, cellular layout and functional layout, this helps CAL handle its 

product mix in a good way, but also creates conflicts between layouts that results in 

bottlenecks.  

This is confirmed by the process card survey done for the Modulare base cards, where the 

mean waiting time for a Modulare board batch of eight units is 26 minutes at the 

complementary and TRI stations, the waiting time for the confirmed bottleneck at final testing 

has a mean of 56 minutes.   

5.1.1 Manual assembly and Soldering machine 

At the entry point for manual assembly, a line layout is used to assemble the boards where the 

operators are seated along the assembly line, this strategy is chosen for two reasons. The first 

is given by the mere number of components in a board i.e.156 pcs in the Conecta board. This 

makes it more appropriate to use one operator per assembly “step” in the manual assembly 

process, this also minimizes the risk of errors due to incomplete assembly.  

The second reason is equipment, the soldering machine supports a line layout much better 

than any other alternative. This layout is usually weak when it comes to product variation but 

this is solved by dedicated sections of the line containing parts needed to assembly a certain 

kind of boards as well as operators being trained to handle the diversity.   

The Manual Assembly receives support from two different sub-processes, these are the 

Component preparation cell and SMD-production process. 
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The operators that work along the assembly line is supported by the component refill sub-

process where a person walks around refilling stations when needed, this means that the 

assembly line operators never leaves their stations during production. The same operator that 

refills components also refills the SMD magazines at the starting point of manual assembly, 

the SMD boards are received from the SMD sub-process and comes on a big pallet that is 

collected from the SMD production area. The Signal to produce a certain kind of SMD-board 

is received from the production planning area, and the signal to prepare more components is 

sent by the assembly operator who simply tells the operators from the component preparation 

cell sub process when the levels seems low.  

In the Manual insertion the board is taken from the magazine and put into a metal frame or a 

“cart”. The board receives components in one station and is then moved to the next in line 

until the board is fully assembled. The boards in this study pass through one to seven stations 

where components are added and are finally placed on an conveyor belt that passes through 

the soldering machine to make the components stick permanently.  

When the boards have passed through the soldering machine, an operator removes the frame 

and sends it back to the start of the assembly again. The operator then places the boards in 

batches whose sizes an order card determines, and is then sent to the next station.    

 

5.1.2 Complementary Assembly  

These sections use a functional layout and have four stations that can accommodate any type 

of board. Since the layout cannot handle a continuous flow, the boards are divided into 

batches after manual assembly. The stations ads components that cannot be added in the 

manual assembly line due to soldering machine restrictions, this is also done manually. 

This section also gets support from the components preparation cell with replenishment of 

new components.  

It is here that bottlenecks starts appearing, the main reason for this is that the manual 

assembly line is working faster than the complementary stations. Even though this section has 

four stations, the product mix and the higher tempo from previous station create bottlenecks. 

The operators often have a few batches of different types and switches between products to 

assure that the different final assembly’s have components to work with.   

5.1.3 TRI  

The TRI section use the same layout principle as the complementary assembly section and 

also has four stations who houses one operator each. 

When a board is complete it is sent to the TRI stations where a control to verify that all 

components are present. The TRI station uses a customized mould for every type of board, 

this means that there is a setup time if the operator receives a new kind of board to process.  

Some board types are directly sent from the manual assembly to the TRI stations since they 

don’t need any complementary assembly, this means that the TRI section suffers the same 

problem with keeping up with the production speed from manual assembly. However, even if 

the TRI station is faster than the complementary assembly, a bottleneck appears here because 
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of some batches are big, this is especially true for the Tronco and Ramal Boards that comes in 

batches of 84 and 200 units.  

5.1.4 Buffer stock 

This point is right after the TRI station, the purpose of this stock is to make sure that all final 

testing stations can be fully utilized all the time, to do this the floor managers tries to keep 

around 48% of total daily production at this point. However keeping this buffer at 48% has 

proven hard to do, the main reason for this is that sometime the line has to stop scheduled 

production to quickly fill holes in incomplete orders etc. 

5.1.5 Final assembly, testing and packing  

The final step in the CAL has a cell-layout where final assembly, testing and packing is 

grouped together into four cells that are dedicated to a certain product family, the cell studied 

in this paper is the PABX cell.  

These stations have a typical cellular layout where three functions are grouped. As showed in 

the Figure 3-3: Functional layout, all parts are collected from the buffer stock and assembled 

to a maximum configuration to test that all functions of the product is working to 

specification.  

In practice the Modulare or Conecta batches are going to final assembly as units of eight and 

the EPROM, Troncos and Ramals comes in their respective batch sizes, to later continue to 

final testing.   

The biggest bottleneck in the whole production of the PABX is the final testing, here all 

functions are tested in a complicated series of operations, in conclusion, making this operation 

faster involves a big investment that Intelbras currently is not prepared to do. The final test for 

the Modulare PABX unit is one minute slower than the Conecta PABX but does not affect the 

packing station in any way.  

When the PABX units arrive to the packing area, it receives a plastic casing and additional 

accessories are added along with the unit, these are:  

 One instructional CD 

 One Manual 

 One power adapter 

 Wall mounting kit 

 

The box is then sealed and placed on a pallet that is sent to the warehouse.  

In addition to the buffer, if an order comes in to produce a certain type of product, the lead 

time will always be 1,5-2 days at the CAL since the policy is to fill up the warehouse until all 

parts needed to produce the order is present, this is done the first day. The final assembly, 

testing and packing is done the second day. 
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5.2 SFL  

An analysis of the SFL line is done to find the maximum capacity of the system. This to find 

bottlenecks and which stations has an excess of capacity. This section focus on bringing forth 

the bottlenecks and the capacity of the line, from these data improvement suggestion is made.  

The analysis is done in the following steps: 

 Making the process map 

 Implementing the process cards 

 Analysing the data from cards in excel and Simu8 

 

5.2.1 Simulation 

 

Excel is used to gather all the data from the process card and brought forth a summary of all 

maximum capacity of the stations in the production line if only one product were running at a 

time. The simulation is done with full manpower, with all shifts included and an 85% of the 

maximum capacity is set in order to adjust for errors, movements, rework and miscellaneous, 

as seen in Table 5-1: Simulation SFL: below. Coloured area means that the station shares 

capacity with the other product.  

 

Station 85 % Capacity

of 24 h prod

Guilhotina Base base 102

Guilhotina Portatil ID 92

Guilhotina Portatil Bas 102

Ajuste TS 40 Base base 57

Ajuste TS 40 Portatil ID 53

Ajuste TS 40 Portatil Bas 70

Heat seal ID 64

Complemento BAS 62

Complemento ID 55

Montage final TS 40 66

Montage final TS 40 ID 62

All station show box batch 

capacity

 
Table 5-1: Simulation SFL 
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The ajuste station is currently the only station working three shift, the rest is working one shift 

only, this is needed as seen in the table above, to be able to keep up with the capacity of the 

other stations. Actual production numbers have averaged around 5500-6500 units during the 

study of the processes. The production always works with both ID and Bas at the same time. 

The simulation however has not taking the product mix into consideration but rather focused 

on one product a time.   

Summary of the analysis: 

 All units in the table can be pulled through the system in 24 hours. 

 Guilhotina has extra capacity if working both machines simultaneously, if only one 

operator then capacity is fully used.  

 Guilhotina has room for taking over extra processes 

 Ajuste is a bottleneck for ID, closely followed by Complemento, making it a 

maximum of circa 5000 units per 24 hours without storage at Complemento and 

Montage final. 

 Base base is a bottleneck for Bas with a maximum of 5700 units in 24 hours without 

storage to Complemento and Montage final. 

 With minimum storage, about an hour productions at all stations after Ajuste, the 

maximum increase to circa 6500 for both units.  

 

Table 5-1: Simulation SFL is based upon data from the following Table 5-2: Process card 

data: 

Portatil Bas Portatil ID Base base

Avg prod time

Guilhotina 0:04:11 0:04:38 0:04:09

Ajuste 0:41:35 0:55:23 0:51:07

Heat seal 0:31:19

Complemento 1:15:33 1:25:40

Montage final 1:10:44 1:14:50 1:13:36

Total 3:12:02 2:50:50 2:08:53

Avg wait to start

Guilhotina

Ajuste 5:07:22 24:36:20 23:57:49

Heat seal 14:21:12

Complemento 21:13:19 22:17:21

Montage final 76:49:31 105:13:44 146:30:17

Total 103:10:12 144:11:16 170:28:06

Lead time

Value adding 3,10% 1,97% 1,26%

Waste 96,99% 98,06% 98,76%  

Table 5-2: Process card data 
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Comparing the above numbers to actual production done today where about the same units is 

produced but where storage lies in wait for days. Most of the waiting is in Montage final, this 

is due to that the ordering point from production planning lays here and the forecast may 

change during the time it takes for the units to reach this point. Moving the ordering point to 

the bottlenecks, in this case the most practical one would be Ajuste, would insure that the 

right unit always were produced. It would at the same time optimize the production capacity 

in Ajuste if no unnecessary units that there were no orders on were produced there.  In 

allegiance to a FIFO system in the storage one would at the same time minimize the 

fluctuations in the total lead-time.  

Looking at the value adding time that ranges from about 1-3% per product, this may seem 

low. However this is a pretty standard average for companies. The productions time is low 

and storage high, suggest that with the right sequencing the waiting can be drastically 

reduced.  

 

5.2.2 Logistics 

As seen on the process map in attachment 1, there are several storages that move from storage 

to storage, from the Guilhotina to Ajuste, after Ajuste to Montage Final and Complemento 

and also from Heat seal to Complemento. The production line is constructed like a functional 

layout system which supports the theory of maintaining high storage, although many of these 

storages can be removed with either a simple layout change or an update of the work process 

on gathering the materials.  

5.2.3 Overview of production and material flow 

The process card data as seen in Table 5-2: Process card data has proved to be invaluable in 

gathering data about the material flow and capacity of each station. These data could be used 

to implement a balancing program for the SFL line to see how much capacity each station 

have at a certain time and finding bottlenecks. 

 

6. Results of analysis and improvement suggestions  

6.1 CAL  

To note in this analysis is that limitations in the study is done to only comprehend the PABX 

systems and their sub processes. The general problem for the CAL is the product mix and all 

the bottlenecks that follow, as well as the final testing stations, however trying to optimize the 

bottlenecks needs more time and study and therefore focus will be to optimize the flow of 

materials up to the final testing.   

The first observed problem in the flow of materials is the bottleneck in the complementary 

stations directly after the manual insertion. This is the biggest bottleneck up to the final 

testing and is caused by the transition from a way more effective line production layout to a 

functional layout that is much slower. When this transition happen, it cause a lot of waiting 

material to build up at stations following the soldering machine, and sometimes the operator 

also have a prioritized batch that gets to skip in line to first position. Another factor that 

enhances the bottleneck problem is the fact that there is no established order of work or 
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dedicated operators when running products through the line, this means that a lot of 

unnecessary setup times is accumulated due to the fact that certain products needs to be 

rushed through the production. 

The product planning department give day to day forecasts of what is going to be produced in 

the manual assembly, this often creates conflicts within the CAL because there is no 

balancing taking production tempo into account, leaving the floor managers to use their gut 

feeling to plan the order of production. 

An interesting observation made here is that the Ramal boards that goes in both PABX 

products are identical, another interesting fact is that all PABX models are assembled to 

maximum configuration at final assembly before testing, and then disassembled to minimum 

configuration before packed and shipped to customer. This opens up for two changes that may 

shorten the lead-time, reduced buffers and also gives a better visual comprehension for the 

floor managers of how the production fares in day-to-day operations.  

To gain insight of how much the change would impact the production, a simulation was made 

in order to better visualize and measure in theory how much the changes would benefit the 

production.  

6.1.1 Simulation input 

Is there a preferable production sequence for the PABX-systems that can be found? To find 

the answer to this question, software called simul8 is used to simulate one week of typical 

production with the exception that all stations not are interruptible. Production data for the 

PABX-systems where entered from the manual assembly line to the packing station. The data 

included is: 

 Batch Size 

 Process time for one unit and one batch at every station 

 Number of stations 

 Observed number of stations used for the PABX system at all production steps 

 

Also a priority system is put in place to make the sequencing system work properly.   

 

All process times at stations have been collected from Intelbras own database or trough 

observation and are not disclosed in detail.  

To note here is that initial efforts to fit the simulation to reality is made before trying to 

optimize material flow, another important fact is that the PABX-system shares the CAL with 

other products, this means that when production of the PABX-systems are running, they 

cannot utilize 100% of the total production resources, Resources in this case is operators 

needed to run the process, if an operator isn’t present the production will stop at that 

particular station.   

Two different operator settings in combination with two 

different batch sizes and product sequences is tested in 

the simulations, these in turn yield four different 

scenarios were every scenario is run in two different 

MANUAL INSERTION

COMPLEMENTARY 
ASSEMBLY STATIONS

TRI STATIONS

SUPERMARKET
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product sequences (Blue is PABX flow). The flow of materials looks like this in the different 

scenarios:    

 

 

6.1.2 Simulation Results  

Sequence vs. 

Lead-time to final 

assembly

2 TRI 2 TRI Ramal = 200 C/M CA= 95%

Scenario Stations used Staff Used Batch Size

Resource 

Utilization at 

Bottleneck 

(CA)Station vs. 

Sequence

C/M = 16h 32m

Present production 

settings with 

modified batch size

2 CA 2 CA Tronco = 48 M/C CA = 95% M/C = 16h 52m

2 TRI 2 TRI Ramal = 120

Present production 

settings and batch 

size

2 CA 2 CA Tronco = 84 M/C CA = 93% M/C = 16h 52m

C/M CA= 98% C/M = 16h 09m

New production 

settings with present 

Batch size

3 CA 3 CA Tronco = 84 M/C CA = 86% M/C = 12h 31m

2 TRI 2 TRI

New production 

settings with 

modified Batch size

3 CA 3 CA Tronco = 48 M/C CA = 85%

2 TRI 2 TRI Ramal = 120 C/M CA= 91% C/M = 11h 45m

Ramal = 200 C/M CA= 90% C/M = 12h 15m

M/C = 12h 21m

 

Table 6-1: Simulation Central 

*CA =complementary assembly 

**TRI = TRI Station 

***M/C or C/M is the product sequence  

The results from Table 6-1: Simulation Central shows that by dedicating on more operator 

and station at the complementary stations and reducing batch sizes will: 

 Cut the lead-time for processing one week of normal production from manual assembly to 

the supermarket by 4 hours and 7 minutes. 

 The total time needed to produce the weekly demand of 480 Modulare and 480 Conecta 

PABX respectively takes 11h and 45 minute or 1.5 working days, given that all stations 

are dedicated to this production. An honest estimation however would be that it takes two 

working days to produce due to reprocessing, interruptions and some marginal data errors.  
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 After less than 2 days, all materials required for the PABX orders have passed through 

complementary assembly and TRI opening up the CAL for new production input. 

Next in Focus are the Buffer levels, the simulation shows if a buffer is placed after final 

assembly instead of before in the PABX-case, admits much lower buffer levels than 48% as 

well as allowing total removal of the Modulare PABX buffer.  

The prerequisites for this production model to work are:  

 That the Conecta PABX always is put first in sequence  

 As well as that the operator at final assembly prepares the EPROM-chip prior to final 

assembly for both PABX systems.  

The simulation shows that using this arrangement allows a buffer as low as 35 units of 

Conecta waiting for final testing when starting a new week of production. The buffer for 

Modulare is no longer needed since the bottleneck at final testing allows the production of 

this unit to catch up, letting the final testing be utilized 100% from production start to finish. 

Buffer Before After

Conecta 48% or 115 units 35 units or 4%

Modulare 48% or 115 units
(Since Modulare buffer is removed, total 

production is 860 units)

  

Table 6-2: Buffer Central 

Utilization of the bottleneck at final testing from production start to end is 100% (3,24 

working days) given a 4% buffer of Conecta units as seen in Table 6-2: Buffer Central, but as 

a recommendation it would be wise to use a 10% Conecta buffer in the event of a trial run.    

 

6.1.3 Conclusion Simulation 

 

A conclusion from the results is that increasing by one staff at manual assembly and changing 

batch size makes the production both shortened by several hours and is more resilient to 

interruptions, since the operators not are used 100% of the time at complementary assembly. 

The reduced batch size also helps easing the transition from line layout to functional layout. 

Also there is always one path open for other products during this time if a component gap in 

other products needs to be filled.  

A practice that is used in this simulation is to move the buffer of materials from before final 

assembly to after, this will not only decrease the space used for storing units ready for testing 

but will also provide a better view of what the buffer levels are.    
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If the CAL can push trough products in a fast phase with dedicated stations and still maintain 

some resilience against other products that needs to be rushed through the line, there are good 

possibilities to find a good sequence for other products in the same production interval (one 

week). Since all products are split into different families depending on what “finalization cell” 

they will end up in, it gives some rules of thumb when looking for nice sequences and 

minimum buffers, these are:  

 What products share the same components at each “Finalization cell”, this will reduce 

times needed to do a new setup 

 What product in the finalization cell has the shortest lead-time to final testing? This 

will help minimizing buffers. 

Knowing these two things, it is a matter of balancing batch-sizes and priority given to each 

product component to avoid bottlenecks and idle workstations.  

6.1.4 Sub process improvements  

One small improvement that would save time and transportation is an isolated Kanban system 

between the components preparation cell and the manual assembly line. 

At present, the components storage for the manual assembly is located too far away for the 

operator to fetch their own refills, hence a support staff is refilling these stations when 

needed. A simple solutions is to move the components storage closer to the assembly line so 

that the operator just have to turn around in order to obtain more components, this requires 

that parts of the assembly line have dedicated places for each product assembled. The refill 

would be initiated when the storage bin is taken by the operator who leaves the Kanban card 

in the empty space where the bin where placed.  

A solution could be like in Figure 6-1: Layout suggestion Central 

 

Figure 6-1: Layout suggestion Central 

 

To create these dedicated spots, the following information is needed: 

COMPONENT SHELF

MANUAL ASSEMBLY

DEDICATED ASSEMBLY AREA
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 Number of operators for each product assembled 

 Possibility for consolidating of certain components since some boards shares 

manufacturing steps.   

 Proper sizing of component bins.   

6.1.5 General problem, transports     

As showed on the detailed process map, the transports between stations could be limited by 

simply placing the functional layouts after each other, this would in turn speed up the 

processes and help aiding the channelling of boards through the process. Decreasing 

transports would yield the following benefits:  

 Less non-value adding time in form of transports between stations. 

 Good view for floor 

managers of production 

status.  

 Faster throughput time 

To note in Figure 5-2: Layout 

suggestion detailed is that only 

the final assembly station for the 

PABX will change layout since 

the other final assembly cells 

performs different final 

operations. The standard layout 

for final assembly cells is shown 

in the left corner of the picture. 

Can also be viewed in attachment 

8  

 

 

6.2 SFL 

All the improvements take the most cost beneficial and least amount of changes into 

consideration. No mayor layout or big money investments are involved into producing these 

suggestions, all in accordance to company wishes. More focus is laid upon changing work 

processes in general and the control of the flow of material.  

One of the goals in the SFL is to try and figure out ways of decreasing the throughput time 

and decrease costs overall. The following suggestions can do just these things. 

R

EPROM

Attachment 6
Layout suggestion Central

TRI STATIONS

COMPLEMENTARY STATIONS

MANUAL ASSEMBLY

SOLDERING
MACHINE (RED)

INSPECTION AND 
BATCHING AREA (BLUE GREEN)

FINAL ASSEMBLY

FINAL TESTING 
STOCK

FINAL TESTING

PACKAGING 

SUPERMARKET

FINAL TESTING

PACKAGING 

FINAL ASSEMBLY

Figure 6-2: Layout suggestion detailed 
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6.2.1 Process cards  

Perhaps the single most important suggestion, the thought is to have a card, as seen in 

attachment 5, following each box of units through the production line. This card will do three 

important things: 

 Operator signatures will be placed on the card, and not on each placa. One signature 

instead of 100 per box 

 Gather data about the lead time, see actual production times and the storage time 

between each station.  

 Add Serial numbers from montage final to know in which package the placa has been 

placed. Used for backtracking if something has gone wrong.  

 

Taking away the signature and placing them only on the process card will most of all save 

production time. A signature is currently done by each operator to each placa at four stations, 

Ajuste, Heat seal, Complemento. With the implementation to the process card would mean 

taking away 296 signatures, this saves production time but will eliminate one process. 

With the data collected from the process card the total lead-time is analysed. With this data, 

one can see the current bottlenecks, investigate average production time and even compare the 

different machines against each other if any of them are behaving out of ordinary. In the long 

run this information can be very useful indeed. In today’s production everything works and 

functions satisfactory. But what if anything changes? Perhaps production needs to be 

increased or even decrease, another machine might be added to the line what if there’s not 

enough staff? With the data collected this is possible to simulate and analyse to see how much 

material, time, personnel and machines is needed to make the current goal. The card can even 

be used in order to calculate how many Kanban card would be needed to have in production, 

since they give an accurate flow of material one can plan and simulate the implementation of 

Kanban cards.  

This will work most efficiently if the data is collected automatically with the help of computer 

support. The thought is to install a computer at each station or at least close by, when a new 

box is to be started, one simply enters the box ID number into to the computer and who is 

starting it, the same when the box is finished in the station. This is however only possibly by a 

few means, tech support has to build a data collection program, computers need to be installed 

in the production area and the staff needs to be taught how to use it and then someone needs 

to analyse the data, preferable a production planner.  

With the program one can collect invaluable research data about current production, current 

storage and balance, capacity, machine efficiency, bottleneck information to name a few. 

Why the suggestion of installing computers may be costly, the benefits in the long run will be 

more beneficial. This is also due to even if the system can work based only on the physical 

paper following the products, the paper work will be immense. As mentioned, on average 

6000 units is done per day, which at least 120 paper cards each day. Then these cards needs to 

be transferred into the computer manually, it would mean having one staff working only with 

transferring data from cards to computer. Hence the computer installation would require a 

short-term high investment but is in the long run beneficial.  
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6.2.2 Overview board 

A supplement to the computer based suggestion described above, this suggestion is more 

based on updating the current work processes and make the daily production information 

more visual.  

Board contents can be: achieved goals for the latest 24 hours, if the production goals were not 

met, mention why. Further things to visualize can be shortages, breakdowns, and manpower. 

From this, production can be planned accordingly.  

Currently only the Montage final have any sort of goal to reach, the rest of the stations are just 

given certain boxes to produce in order to ensure the flow to Montage final. The suggestion 

however is to make each station responsible for producing its own set of numbers and put 

these on a overview board. It has already been proved that moving the units through the flow 

in 24 hours is possible, so a daily rotation will take place. Then give each station a fixed 

amount of boxes to produce all accordingly to the forecast, and then produce the result on a 

board. This goes well with the suggestion of morning meetings (6.4.1) where yesterdays result 

can be shown, and the current daily production can be planned from this. Currently there is no 

way of knowing current storage at each station other than manually go count the boxes. With 

the overview board, you know exactly how much products is in action and where they are. 

This suggestion is the least expensive compared to the computerized suggestion, but at the 

same time, the data analysis would be lost. It would help short term in daily operations but in 

order to get the real benefit computers and analysis possibility should be brought forth.  

6.2.3 Bottlenecks and efficiency 

The most prominent bottleneck is Ajuste station, that have to work three shifts in order to 

keep up with the other stations capacity. In order to maximise the efficiency further, it needs 

to be made sure that no waste in machine capacity is done. Since full capacity is already in 

use, the focus should be turned upon which units the station should produce. As mentioned 

earlier, the Montage final station controls the ordering point and hence the demand of 

products to be used.  

Moving the ordering point to Ajuste, will insure that no unnecessary products is produced and 

will make the station more efficient. This suggestion however works best when the flow is 

optimized and balanced. This could easily be done with the help of a balancing program made 

in excel with the help of the process cards data.  

There are three things done at the Ajuste station that could be removed, these are: the 

signature sticker, cleaning and finally cutting. The sticker can easily be done with the process 

card. The cleaning process should be moved to Heat seal where the process is actually used, 

and the cutting should be moved to the Guilhotina, this in order to remove all the unnecessary 

processes from the bottleneck station. It also serves as a cost reduction suggestion, if these 

processes are moved from Ajuste, one operator can use two machines simultaneously while 

another merely assists. This would save one operator per process and maintain the same 

result.  

The cutting process should be done in full at the Guilhotina station. Today one piece of the 

main board cannot be removed here due to components being in the way. This could simply 

be fixed by upgrading the cutting blade at Guilhotina station to make small incisions into the 
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blade to make the components fit while cutting.  At Ajuste stations, each placa is cut 

manually, cutting the whole box of 100 units takes about in total three minutes and twenty 

seconds. Moving this operation to Guilhotina which now takes about four minutes to cut a 

box of 100 units on three sides, an assumption has been made that to add cutting the fourth 

side would increase the time of the process by 25% meaning about one minute extra per box. 

In total, an operational time save of more than two minutes per box can be made, not only is 

this time saved from the total production but also moved from the bottleneck, increasing its 

efficiency.  

6.2.4 Product sequencing  

As noticed in current production the Guilhotina currently produces one big batch of units at 

the same time, all the Base base, then all the Portatil Bas and Portatil ID. This leads to a big 

storage before Ajuste, although this is needed since Guilhotina only works one shift and 

Ajuste three, this can still be sequenced better to improve through put time and material flow. 

When in unison with the 24 hours production plan, a sequencing order is a must to ensure a 

steady flow of material. This can drastically shorten the lead if used correctly.  

Since the bottleneck work more hours per day, it creates storage after Ajuste so that both 

Complemento and Heat seal can begin their work immediately and Montage final about an 

hour after, if no storage is present. For instance, if work begins immediately with Portatil Bas 

at Complemento in the morning there will be work to be done for Montage final and then let 

Portatil ID be done in the afternoon when Heat seal has managed to create a buffer.  

6.2.5 Balancing program  

A balance program could help with material purchasing both in the internal process and in the 

end when stable, be taken outside to include other departments and even so far as to suppliers. 

With a production plan the material flow can be controlled better, knowing how much of the 

material is used daily. One of the easiest ways of balancing would be to create only one 

product at a time. This is however unrealistic and a balancing program based upon the process 

card data could help how to plan production.   

6.3 Long term suggestions 

Following suggestions should more be taken as notes and used for inspiration than 

implementation. They do not consider the most cost beneficial approach but ideas may be 

drawn and further improvements based upon them.  

6.3.1 FIFO  

The current storage contains of standard shelves where all boxes are put. A study from the 

process card show some fluctuations in the storage time which stems from the order in which 

the boxes are being taken from storage. Even if this can be improved visually with order cards 

and placement in the shelf, a preferred solution would be to insure that the boxes cannot be 

picked in the wrong order. This suggestion would mean investments in new storage shelf of a 

different kind, this has been deemed unnecessary at this moment due to its payback period. It 

is however important to note that the system currently used is can be better. More emphasis 

should go to learning staff how to use the visualisation cards currently in use in order to 

minimise storage time fluctuations.   
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6.3.2 Batch size 

Batch size is currently 100 units per box. This means there is always units in waiting to be 

moved to the next station. The most preferred batch would be one unit. This would require 

moving away from the functional layout currently used to a more line based process. In the 

line everything would be based upon the bottleneck and pulled through the system. This 

would minimise the lead time the most but in order to this a layout change would be needed 

and a perfect balance achieved. The mentioned balancing program with help of the process 

card the data of the process time can be drawn and simulated. This is however merely a 

suggestion and would be too costly to implement in current production volume.  

 

6.4 Communal suggestions 

6.4.1 Lean Manufacturing 

One of the most important things is to involve all the workers in the Lean manufacturing 

philosophy making contiguous improvements. This initiative must start at the top and slowly 

be implemented down into the factory. If the highest authorities does not stand behind the 

idea of Lean thinking it will quickly fall. Further studies should be made upon how to 

implement Lean thinking at Intelbras.  

6.4.2 Morning meetings  

Having morning meetings is a good way of sharing information quickly between departments 

and plan for today’s production. The meeting should not last more than ten minutes where all 

the involved departments are present. For instance at a SFL morning meeting would 

production planning, SMD, storage, production, injection moulding and a supervisor be 

present. In order to speed up the information an overview board as described in 6.1.2 can be 

used.  

Firstly the supervisor should inform everybody if there is any special information for today, a 

fire drill or production halt for instance. Then production should inform about the 

performance of the latest 24 hours and mention if there is any problems, the technicians 

present can then swiftly deal with the problem.  

7. Discussion  

Has the limitations of the paper not been focused enough? The focus has been making as 

much of ideas as possible that both goes well with the limitations of the paper, such as the 

timeframe,  and the company’s wishes. If the focus was to be more narrowed more time could 

have been spent on implementations and more detailed suggestions. However the broad 

perspective meant that a look upon the whole process line could be done instead of focusing 

on i.e. a station.  

The results that came from process mapping did indeed helped to find focus areas and also 

helped to construct a bigger picture of what was going on in the production. In the CAL, 

indications pointed towards finding optimal sequences for product families thus decreasing 

lead-time, optimizing resource use and decreasing buffers. In SFL more indications was 

shown to the importance of optimizing the use of the bottleneck and increasing throughput 

time. Too confirm these indications a series of simulations where constructed, confirming the 
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indications given by the process mapping. These simulations were based directly upon the 

data collected from the process cards, meaning that the value of knowing exactly where the 

lead time is spent, can be important indeed.  

On the question on if the lead time can decrease and throughput time increase, the 

improvements suggested in this paper has been proven with simulation that it is possible 

indeed to manage this.  

Implementing changes in the process has proved to be difficult. A try was made both with the 

process cards and the cutting blade at the Guilhotina. Resistance was met at both times, the 

cards where from the staff that they didn’t want more to do and complained about they 

already had too much to do. With the Guilhotina blade everything went smoothly until the 

installation which meant stopping the process for some time. Saying there was not enough 

time. If time is not taken for upgrading the processes things will never get better, it’s like the 

saying there is not time for upgrading, we have to work, even if upgrading means there will 

be more time over. In order to implement change the whole company atmosphere must 

encourage it. There were several time during interviews that mentioned the hardships of 

changing something in the production area. This needs to be changed in order to be able to 

implement improvements. It does not matter how good the idea is if it never sees the light of 

day.  

Speech barriers and misunderstandings has been plenty, there are only a handful of personnel 

speaking English which have lead to some problems. A lot of information had to be double 

checked with a second interview or crosschecked by another source. In the end however as 

reliable data as possible has been collected. The interview has been a main source of specific 

data collection and some is deemed to have been lost in translation. Interviews have also 

helped in creating the broader perspective regarding the processes and interactions between 

departments.  
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8. Conclusion  

The paper aimed to use process mapping in a way to see if lead time and throughput time 

could be decreased, also with the help of process cards. The goals from the company were to 

decrease storage and see if it possible was possible to move units in 24 hours in the SFL line. 

The result stands clear, by using process mapping one get to know the full extent of the 

production process, such as processes, flow of material, storage handling, sub-processes, 

batching, logistics, ordering points, flow of information to name a few.  

Ways have been found to decrease both storage and total lead time by organizing buffers, 

batches, prioritizing system, layout changes and updating work processes. All this has been 

done with the help of process cards. If not for the process mapping it had not come forth the 

need of accurate data collection, hence the process cards were implemented and in 

combination with the two all of the ideas mentioned in this paper have been brought forth.  

All this has been in combination of the value the value of knowing your processes, and as seen 

in this paper it is very important indeed, all this in order to get better in a long term 

perspective and to be more competitive. Decreasing total lead time means being able to faster 

handle orders, changes in volume, increasing flexibility and response time.  
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